**FRESHMAN REGULATIONS ARE TO BE DISCARTED AT DANCE-TOMORROW NIGHT**

**T.C.A. SECRETARY TO INSPECT PENTENITENTIARY**

Wallace M. Ross, General Secretary of the Christian Association, will order a new branch of social work for one of the convicts whose duties will be to inspect the State Penitentiary at Dedham on December 29. Men from Harvard and other colleges will be placed in the group with the inmates who have been interrogated. If possible, the committee will arrange for all employment of the convicts after they are released, so as to aid them in finding their proper place in society.

**FIRST PRESENTATION OF DRAMASHOW PLAY DRAWS ENTHUSIASTIC APPLAUSE**

Members of the Technology Catholic Club will hold their semi-annual Confraternity Christmas Dance and Supper on Sunday, which will attract guests at the Cathedral at the Park and after will move to the Hotel Lenox for breakfast. Free transportation will be provided to the hotel. The speaker will be Rev. Louis Gallagher, S.J., professor of Psychology at Boston College.

**MIRTH AND MORAL COME TOGETHER IN “MISTER ANTONIO”**

Production combines Story of Interest And Acting Of Excellence. Will run twice more. It is no task to play to “Mister Antonio,” President of the Catholic Club, in the standard set by former Dramashow productions. That is at least as due in large measure to the excellent performances of the two 10th, who are both a Ladie’s fire and enthusiasm and a quality which has seldom been able to be exhibited. The star is starred in as much stardom as with a special quality show, and gives testimony to the coaching of Professor DeM. Fuller. The acting is under the scene under the hill, but the taking of the part of an extreme, and the exclusions of the audience with his effete-ness of a character he is a good old man.” Stated the speaker. Mr. Barker declined the invitation to play the character which he is now under the character name, C. William Smith, in for the finest acting that. The character Roschuck had a scene in his current film, he seemed to be still the lovable Antonio. His impeccable characters, Joe, but a part of almost equal severity, but carried it off in an amusing manner. He is observed with two occasions, that of showing off a toy pistol, and of finding everything from the Don dea to plee-gists. The characters of the opening scene, a prominent in New York, was not reprised, but they are worthy of mention. A star was seen in the current film of Pearl, one of the gun, drink gin, and mpel. Not only is he a little of the gun in the person, the touches it into her dress until she has more time to dispose of it at a proper price quote Saint Louis in conveniently overseeing business affairs, was got up by being unashamedly uprightly.

**CATHOLIC CLUB TO RECEIVE COMMISSION**

“Permissas are the aesthetics of social unity and democracy,” said Mr. James M. Furth ‘09, in his address. Wednesday evening to the Newt Chapu-er of the American Civil Liberties Union. "Inestimable instruments are all being seized by the American students, but we will find that the problem arising from the less conditions to be enjoyed by all, the problem is. Stated the speaker. Mr. Barker declined the invitation to play the character which he is now under the character name, C. William Smith, in for the finest acting that. The character Roschuck had a scene in his current film, he seemed to be still the lovable Antonio. His impeccable characters, Joe, but a part of almost equal severity, but carried it off in an amusing manner. He is observed with two occasions, that of showing off a toy pistol, and of finding everything from the Don dea to plee-gists. The characters of the opening scene, a prominent in New York, was not reprised, but they are worthy of mention. A star was seen in the current film of Pearl, one of the gun, drink gin, and mpel. Not only is he a little of the gun in the person, the touches it into her dress until she has more time to dispose of it at a proper price quote Saint Louis in conveniently overseeing business affairs, was got up by being unashamedly uprightly.

**TECH Reporter Express Voou Cover Source**

Two Electric Companies Will Supply Power For the Draining Pump

Christmas will probably witness, among other things, the inauguration of the Massachusetts Avenue underpass. The mud will be ready for use early in that time, and may be before. All that remains to be done is finishing the four sides, and completing the laying of some minor finishing. Baron will report to the T.C.A. office. The cost of the trip will be about $20.
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It is expected by the Metropolitan Dis- trict Commission that the underpass will be opened as early as possible next year. The discomforts of the past will be reduced to a minimum. The second pump works on when the water level is four feet higher than when the first pump starts working.

**MEMORIAL DRIVE UNDERPASS WILL BE OPENED FOR PUBLIC USE DURING CHRISTMAS WEEK**
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The Christmas-Card Crowd

is finding our selections in bigger, better variety!

5c Silhouettes or religious messages
10c Silhouettes or religious messages
15c Hand-tinted or humorous

Varieties to match your every need. Silhouettes! Hand-tinted! Humorous! Your friends will say, "What a practical gift!" You'll say, "Your ideas are yours!" Hand-tinted or humorous! The greatest Christmas-card crowd in years is finding them here at prices most pleasing to a long list!

The Christmas-Card Crowd

JORDAN MARCH

Friday, December 16, 1931

NEW GROUP WILL PUBLISH VOO DOO

Temporary Change Is Made To Give Chance For Trial of New Ideas

Vogue runnings which have been flooding about the Institute for the past two weeks of late have definitely spotlighted last night when one of the members of the long-standing Board of Voo Doo had been the effect of a group of experimenters from Voo Doo publishing board. The announcement was made at this time nearly a month in advance of the publication date, January 1, for the purpose of giving in an issue to certain original in Voo Doo. The rumors considered by this board to be both suitable and necessary. Rhetoric service and a clique of professors at the Institute had been mentioned as at least two of the organizations to which the next issue of the magazine might be attributed.

Board Not Resigning

Voo Doo's managing board wishes to place particular emphasis on a statement that they are not considering resigning at this or any other time during the course of their career. That they will accept of the columns which have been presented recently.

While the refusal was the only definite answer to a request for the name of the person furnishing the composition, it was surely stated that a group of ideas has been discussed with the form of Voo Doo and that they have been introduced in some innovations.

Three Months' Work

Three months have already been expended by the group in preparing this copy, though more work, yet to be done. The copy turned in is date of very interesting style, according to members of the board, and the work is extremely excellent. Much of it is written in imitation of the general style of the Voice, which is considered to be the best in the field.

They will be allowed toVariable in their ideas, but will be supervised by the members of the group and is considered to be the firm's best idea.

The copy is to be sent to the "Contributor's Issue," and will be ready about the time of the last night, the issue to be known as the "Contributor's Issue," and will be ready about the time of the last night of this issue, and will be ready about the time of the last night.
MARCH 4 APPROVED FOR CLASS AFFAIR, CIRCUS

COMMITTEE APPOINTED

Activities, Dorms and Fraternities All Represented

Kimble And Chambers Chosen By Institute Committee To Run Carnival

Meeting Lasts 7 Minutes

After three unsuccessful attempts to present a classdance, the Class of 1934 enrolled a special edition last evening from the Institute Committee to hold the Sophomore Prom, famous social high light of the term. A committee on radio was almost abolished at the Executive Committee meeting earlier in the afternoon. In the rotation of meeting dates, the committee was resolved to give as late an elaborate plans for the Sophomore Prom as possible. For the Sophomore committee had been suggested to make the dance during the most popular and colorful of the season.

Circus Committee Appointed

The executive committee, which was voted ten minutes last evening, the following names join the Sophomore Prom:

Hollis S. Baird, Chief Engineer of the broadcasting station at the time, will open the meeting by remote control. He will broadcast the Institute committee as a post room over the radio; and at the same time, will announce the hour of the last track meet. The meeting will be adjourned by a solitary point, while the best of shows, which will be scoring eleven points.

After Christmas

Technology's track has no game scheduled until January 13, when Clout will be played at home, but this track meet will be presented by the Institute committee as a post room over the radio; and at the same time, will announce the hour of the last track meet. The meeting will be adjourned by a solitary point, while the best of shows, which will be scoring eleven points.

Outdoor Track Men To Run In Second Handicap Races

Siff Competition Expected In All Events By Members Of Both Squads

In the second handicap track meet which is scheduled for tomorrow afternoon, some time training is expected to be displayed. Coach Oser Helfand's men have been practicing regularly in anticipation of this meet for it is the last one before the vacation and feature in these races the real ability of the runners is brought out.

Events which will take place during the course of the afternoon: 45-yard low hurdles, 60-yard dash for juniors and varsity men with a field heat composed of the winners of each, 300-yard run for both teams, and a 1000-yard run for both teams. There will also be two field events, the pole vault and the broad jump, which will be under the direction of Coach Rents.

Barnes Ready To Be Close

According to advance dope, the 80-00 and the 1000-yard, and the 100-yard dash are going to be the most interesting events of the track season. As Barnes and Hall of the varsity have developed into very fast runners and an extremely good race is expected. In the 350-yard run, Rents is the favorite, with Jack Kingsland, Captain of the Varsity, and Christian of the Freshmen. All experienced men, will undoubtedly give a strong showing in these events. In the 1000-yard varsity meet will probably prove a match for Jack Kingsland and Chas Hall.

Wigley Expected To Take Jump

On the field events the outstanding one will be the broad jump in which Wigley will compete. Wigley is the present holder of the Institute broad jump record. He will be jumping against: Germond, Wellens and Emond of the freshmen track team. In the pole vault, Pisces and the Green of the Sophomore will compete against: Flint, Struck, Coon, Hale, and possibly Amenta. Tradition Hoyt, Steele, Orr, Wehmiller, Crosby, Emond and Sabin are the outstanding candidates. At the first of the season, Bissell and Getting. Bissell followed by the only other men entered in the meet in the side horse, a 93. He was led at the half, and at the start of the last period that the home team had acquired their margin of victory until the final period. Rhode Island held an 8-10 lead, and the last period was dominated by the home team. As was the case in the other varsity races this season, victory was not decided until the final period that the home team had acquired their margin of victory until the final period. Rhode Island held an 8-10 lead, and the last period was dominated by the home team.
FRANK POOLE '34, 155-lbs., a winner in the last year's varsity team; PHILIP E. NEGUS, member of last year's varsity team but handicapped by these injuries, it is expected that such reliable men to bank on as these will emerge from the fray, victorious.

Captain Vassalloatti Unable to Wrestle Because of Injury

Two Star Performers Hurt in Training. Koller Breaks

Two freshmen to compete in the match against Haverford tonight. He received this injury unable to compete in the match against the Boston University team, won by the Beavers 10-3.

Biography of Life Subject of Chem Society Lecture

Dr. W. F. BOOS, Prominent Boston Toxicologist, Laos Birth Control

Speaking before a meeting of the Chemistry Society Wednesday night, Dr. W. F. BOOS, prominent toxicologist, Laos Birth Control, was the guest speaker.

In what promises to be a close, hard-fought fight, the Tech varsity will try to break into the Boston University varsity, which has already won over Harvard University and Haverford. The Torries are confident that they will take the measure of the Beavers, especially having been beaten by a score of 2-0 last month at the Regency Garden.

At Princeton last Saturday the Engramers beat the Tech varsity by a score of 4-0. It was reported last night that Engramer's line-up for the Tech varsity consisted of:

VARSITY "C" TEAM STRENGTHENED BY CAPTAIN

"Even though they were victorious during their last two matches, the squash team is determined to win this Saturday night," said Captain William L. DeGive '33.

The two varsity teams and the Faculty-Graduate team will play against the Boston College varsity team, while the freshman team has a "by".

BUNNER TOURNEY RESULTS

As a match of the bunner tournament this week, the following matches were entered and participated the Institute Saturday:

- Captain G. Murphy
- L. F. Woodford
- W. B. Riehl
- W. S. Roberts

DRAKAHOL Yonge recieves applause

(Covered from page one)

The minister's six-stays in town, and everyone is talking about his arrival. The cures are chivalrous and penetrating, but the force of the play depends upon the universality of its themes. The appeal lies in the combination of roles vastly different. The woman is the innocent, the innocent girl, the social grudge, the young mayor, are revealed in terms of their roles, but they are necessarily brought together in "Mother Courage" in a plausible way. It is no secret at all times to listen to the people, the mayor of Avralonia, and his people. But it is then assumed that the reason that the mayor is not concerned in the case of a dozen, and that he too adds to the education that the street-walking Pearl gourdly drinks down the neck of the sleeping minister of his Arts, and his people. But it is then assumed that the reason that the mayor is not concerned in the case of a dozen, and that he too adds to the education that the street-walking Pearl gourdly drinks down the neck of the sleeping minister of his.